
-Dancers will remain backstage the entire show. For the safety of all our dancers, parents are not allowed
 to check out their child until after the finale.

-One Parent (a mom if possible) should pick up their dancer from the dressing room. Please show your
 badge to the staff outside the dressing room for admittance.*
-You can then gather your dancer and their belongings. They do not need to change out of their costume
 after their final show on Saturday- this way you can take pictures with family & friends outside or in the lobby!
-Check out verbally with the Class Parent if possible and be sure to SIGN YOUR CHILD OUT with Staff & return
 the student badge to the Info Table!*

-Check in at Info Table- 2nd Floor  (All dancers MUST check in! Dancers in 6th & up don’t need a parent.)
-Find Class Parent in Dressing room* (Room Parents are available to help in rooms with older dancers.)
-Help dancer change into 1st costume- this might be their Daddy & Me Costume!
-No TAP shoes at this point- stay in street shoes or jazz/ballet shoes.
-Make sure Class Parent/ dancer knows where all additional costume pieces/shoes are located. 
-PARENT head to lobby once dancer is dressed and ready. Enjoy the show!
-DANCER will stay with Class Parent in dressing room until AFTER the finale!-DANCER will stay with Class Parent in dressing room until AFTER the finale!

AT HOME
-Check/Pack all costume pieces
-LABEL ALL ITEMS with NAME
-Do Hair & Makeup
-Wear normal clothes & shoes
-Bring quiet, clean activities for backstage
-Only water with a lid allowed backstage-Only water with a lid allowed backstage

ARRIVE AT HENDRICKS HALL AT 1:00PM (MATINEE) or 6:00PM (EVENING)- NO EARLIER!

SHOWTIME! THE PERFORMANCES BEGIN AT 2:00PM (MATINEE) and 7:00PM (EVENING)! 

CHECK OUT PROCEDURES
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MATINEE/EVENING PERFORMANCE


